What is a “public” school? That question looms large over the national debate about school reform. In light of the Supreme Court’s *Zelman v. Simmons-Harris* decision, the No Child Left Behind Act’s provisions mandating creation of public choice options for children in low-performing schools, and the proliferation of charter schooling and tuition tax credit plans, it is time for policymakers to rethink what is public and private in education. Historically, defenders of the public purpose in education have off-handedly labeled their opponents or proposed reforms as “anti-public education.” While this tactic has long been used as a blanket defense for the status quo, it is becoming less relevant to teaching or learning and serves primarily to stifle practical discussion about how to balance the community, familial, and national interests in improving schooling for all our children. Amidst widespread support for public school choice plans, explosive growth in charter schooling, and the Supreme Court’s ruling that voucher programs pass constitutional muster, there is growing recognition that it may be possible to serve public purposes and cultivate civic virtues in places other than conventional state-run schools.¹ Policymakers of various ideological stripes are seeking ways to use this insight to enhance education for all of America’s children. As we seek to tackle today’s educational challenges, we need to think carefully about how to provide schooling that is consistent with our shared heritage of liberty and community.²

When we say “public school,” we generally mean state-sponsored schools that are characterized by a reliance on public funds and by formal state oversight.³ In common usage, however, the phrase public schooling implies much more. It resonates with vague notions of democracy, legitimacy, equal opportunity, nondiscrimination, and shared values. We forget

---

¹ The Public and the Private in Schooling

The debate over charter schools is an example in which both critics and proponents seek the high ground by defining themselves as defenders of public education. A Department of Education official recently told me that charter schools are unique among forms of school choice because “they are public schools.” Shortly thereafter, a superintendent mentioned his concern that charter schools are “a greater threat to public schooling than are school vouchers” because “charter schoolers are having success passing their private schools off as public schools.” Meanwhile, a respected scholar off-handedly said that she would find charter schooling acceptable so long as it “fostered the values of public education.”

These statements (interesting primarily because they are unexceptional) suggest a lack of clarity in our thinking about K-12 education. The result is that debates over educational choice and privatization tend to devolve into arguments about whether various proposals are consistent with the public schooling,” instead of focusing on the questions of what our children require and how we can best meet their needs.

When we say “public school,” we generally mean state-sponsored schools that are characterized by a reliance on public funds and by formal state oversight.³ In common usage, however, the phrase public schooling implies much more. It resonates with vague notions of democracy, legitimacy, equal opportunity, nondiscrimination, and shared values. We forget
that these notions are not always implicit in government-run schools, a fact readily illustrated by state-run schools in totalitarian states or those that operated under Jim Crow laws in the American south. In the case of the contemporary United States, some researchers have argued that private schools may do a better job than public schools of embodying and promoting public values such as tolerance and civic virtue. Others have pointed out that our public schools have been, and continue to be, characterized by inequities in funding and service provisions as well as in how students are assigned to programs like special education or gifted education.

In fact, we are too often willing to turn a blind eye when the practices of traditional public schools do not comport with the proclaimed public interest. At the same time, we are wary of schools that do not fit neatly into our traditional conception of public schooling, whether or not they educate and socialize children in ways we find desirable. The case of charter school enrollment can help to illustrate this point.

Advocates of charter schools frequently make the case that these schools are not allowed to choose among applicants and must admit students based on a lottery if they are oversubscribed. They trumpet this point because they know selective enrollment policies would attract accusations of discriminatory intent. However, the contention that this restriction ensures the public character of charter schools is flawed on two counts.

First, charter schools can significantly shape their student bodies, for reasons both good and bad—through selective recruiting, targeted advertising, and gentle suasion. Whether we deem charter schools public is pretty much irrelevant to whether they should be permitted to engage in such behavior. What matters is determining how much and when this is acceptable and how to ensure that schools don’t overstep those boundaries.

Second, and much more significant, the standard these proponents are attempting to meet is a mythical one. Conventional public schools do not equably teach whoever shows up and do not offer all students equal access to opportunities or programs. For example, students labeled as gifted are enrolled in some special programs and classes, students labeled with special needs in others; advanced placement and international baccalaureate students have their own courses, while low-performing students are often steered into vocational or bottom-track classes. Moreover, the fact that public school enrollment is driven by geographical residence ensures significant race- and class-based segregation. To condemn charter schooling for failing to meet a mythical standard poses the risk that we could condemn a promising alternative and opt for an inferior status quo, merely because we are judging the two with different rulers.

Double standards of this kind make no sense. After all, John Dewey, philosopher and champion of public education, observed nearly a century ago that private institutions may serve public ends and that public institutions may fail to do so.

**The Shared Notion of the Public Good**

Defenders of the status quo are often able to successfully attack choice-based reforms as “anti-public education” because Americans by and large believe that the public has some legitimate responsibility to ensure all children receive an adequate and appropriate education. Even such noted public critics as libertarians John Stuart Mill and Milton Friedman have always conceded there is some component of public good to education, and have argued for state funding and/or monitoring of educational mastery to ensure that all children are adequately served. However, this agreement poses a new challenge by demanding that we first determine what constitutes an adequate education and then consider, separately, how it ought to be provided. It is important to recognize that, in multiple sectors, legislators routinely craft policies intended to address public needs, but then rely upon a variety of public agencies and private firms to execute these policies. In such cases, we generally accept that a public service is being rendered regardless of the agent providing the service. For instance, we typically consider
community bus services as public even if operated by a private vendor.

Such reflection suggests the poverty of current conversations about what it is that makes public schools public. Simple-minded proclamations on the topic have encouraged would-be reformers and their critics to squabble over the symbolic banner of “public education” while shortchanging the public’s substantive concerns.8

Three Conceptions of “Public”

There are three useful ways to understand what it means for educational services to be public: We’ll call them the procedural, the input, and the outcome approaches. None of these is perfect, and each poses particular issues, but there are grave weaknesses with our rhetorical reliance on the procedural approach. Thinking more carefully about the input and outcome approaches will help provide a more useful frame for policy.

Traditionally, we call public schools those in which policymaking and oversight are the responsibility of governmental bodies, such as a local school board. Nongovernmental providers of educational services, such as independent schools, educational management organizations (EMOs), and home-schoolers tend to be labeled as nonpublic. Under this procedural approach, the only question is whether a formal political body is making decisions regarding service provision. The need of legislators (or, for instance, a mayor responsible for appointing board members) to stand for election provides a forum for all participating voters and interests to influence policy and ensures some responsiveness to the larger public. On the other hand, independent schools or home-schoolers are focused on serving only those immediately involved in the educative relationship. They have little need to address broader community preferences and few structures in place for receiving the opinions.

There are two problems with relying upon the procedural characterization. First, what level of involvement must the government have for us to regard a service as publicly provided? In the course of executing legislative directives, the Department of Defense, NASA, the EPA, the Department of Education, and nearly every other state, federal, or local government agency contracts with for-profit firms to support, provide, and evaluate service delivery. In the course of these tasks, firms are required to make decisions, both large and small, that influence the distribution of publicly provided goods and services. Yet we still tend to regard the services as public because they were initiated in response to a public directive. In short, it is not clear when a government-directed activity ceases to be public. For instance, if a for-profit voucher school is operating in accord with state-directed educational purposes, could it be viewed as analogous to a for-profit textbook maker, curriculum provider, or consultant who supplies services to a conventional school district? The answer is ambiguous.

Second, the procedural approach pays no heed to content or outcomes. It makes no allowance for the possibility that public agencies may make decisions that are discriminatory, repressive, or otherwise fail to serve the public interest. It is crucial to recognize that being government-run does not necessarily equate to serving the public good. Such has been our experience with segregated schools, many housing redevelopment projects, and oversight bodies that tolerate self-serving behavior.

Another approach to defining the term public is to focus on inputs. By this metric, any activity that involves money collected by the government should be deemed public because it involves the collection and expenditure of tax dollars. However, this is a far more nebulous distinction than we sometimes suppose. For instance, schools in the Milwaukee school voucher program receive funding from the state of Wisconsin. Does this mean that perhaps they ought to be regarded as de facto public schools on that basis alone? Similarly, many Wisconsin dairy farmers receive federal subsidies—does this mean they ought to be regarded as public enterprises? Or, recognizing that Wisconsin public school districts and public universities seek millions of dollars in private contributions on an annual basis, should we perhaps regard these as private institutions?

A particular complication is the often-unrecognized fact that many traditional public schools currently charge families money. For
instance, although hard figures are notoriously hard to gather, as of fall 2002, the families of more than 2,300 Indiana public school students were paying fees of up to $6,000 or more in order to enroll their children in a public school in another school district. Public schools and districts routinely charge tuition or fees of families that wish to participate in inter-district public choice plans or who have a child participating in a variety of extracurricular or academic activities. Do these charges mean that these schools or districts are no longer public, or that they are somewhat less so than public schools without such fees? If district schools are collecting tuition or accepting private donations from families, it can become difficult to draw a sharp distinction between public and private funding.

Tax credits may further blur the line between taxation and privately directed contributions. For instance, cities routinely offer tax abatements in order to lure private businesses. Does this public support mean these businesses are somehow less private? Arizona, Pennsylvania, and Florida have adopted ambitious tax credit plans that permit taxpayers to direct their tax dollars to a scholarship fund for vouchers for low-income children. Essentially, taxpayers can choose to direct some percentage of public resources to private schools. At that point, should we regard the money as public or not? The point is that we are apparently not comfortable with consistently applying the notion that merely receiving public money makes an enterprise public.

A third approach focuses on whether an organization seeks to fulfill a public purpose, regardless of how the service is paid for or whether it is provided by a governmental body. For instance, private charities such as the Red Cross or the Salvation Army seek to advance public ends by working to alleviate community poverty, hunger, illiteracy, and other ills. These efforts are public in the sense that they seek to benefit the broader community, even though they are conducted by private groups or individuals unaccountable to formal public bodies.

Today, a vast array of nonprofit entities routinely serves public needs, while for-profit entities are necessarily taken with private concerns. With traditional public schools increasingly relying on for-profit vendors to provide meals, run buses, perform maintenance, and even run educational programs, debates about the ethics of for-profit providers have become heated. Somewhat lost in these disputes is that public schools have always done business with for-profit providers of textbooks and teaching supplies, bought buses and janitorial supplies from for-profit providers, and hired for-profit builders to construct facilities.

New proposals for privatization bring profit-seeking vendors closer to the teaching and learning core, and in some cases permit them to assume control of that core. This development raises important questions about where the public sphere ends and the private one begins. For instance, for-profit firms such as Edison Schools are now managing scores of traditional public schools across the nation. Does this make these schools somehow “less public”? By what metric should we determine whether these schools are more or less public than local nonprofit Catholic schools?

Which Community Is “The Public”?

Opponents of private school vouchers, charter schools, or home schooling often argue that these educational approaches are too focused on the narrow needs of self-selected groups of children and families, rather than the broader public interests. But it is worth considering the breadth of the public interests that we want schools to serve. Our federal system allows decisions to be made at a number of levels ranging from national to local. The array of interests involved narrows as decisions become more localized, because communities tend to be more homogeneous than states or the nation. Thus, the tradition of local control in education ensures that many decisions regarding traditional public schools reflect a relatively narrow array of interests.

In recent years, policy decisions have shifted a growing amount of control to the states and the federal government. Moving decision making to a higher level enhances the array of in-
terests reflected, but means that the results are
less tailored to the needs and values of any one
community. When we think it is important that
a broader swath of people have influence on a
decision, the locus of decision making should
be at a more comprehensive level. However, it
is not clear that the decision-making process at
one level or another ought to be considered
more public. To make that claim would be to
suggest that mayoral elections or town meet-
ings are less public than presidential elections
or state legislative debates. There will almost
always be greater homogeneity in self-selected
communities, especially in the case of school-
ing. Consequently, charter schools and mag-
net schools will attract educators and families
that share certain beliefs and views regarding
education. For obvious reasons, schools of
choice generally do not attract families that
disapprove of the school program. This means
that school-level decisions over policy and prac-
tice will represent only one segment of the com-
munity. In some sense, this would seem to make
schools of choice—whether private, charter, or
public choice schools—less democratic and less
public. On the other hand, schools of choice
enjoy noticeably higher rates of support and
participation among families, and frequently,
neighborhood groups that constitute the school
community. Such involvement could cause
us to regard these schools as more democratic
and public.

In truth, even ardent proponents of demo-
ocratic participation do not suggest that every
voice needs or deserves input into every deci-
sion. Local decision making, school-site coun-
cils, and decentralization are premised on the
notion that children benefit when parents and
educators are given more say in shaping their
community schools. An array of prominent
education reformers, including Deborah Meier
and Anthony Bryk, have argued that largely
autonomous schools where faculty and stu-
dents can forge a shared local vision are more
educationally effective than schools governed
by more traditional bureaucratic oversight.
Given such considerations, it is not self-evident
just how much participation and voice, and at
what level, we ought to insist various public
groups have in shaping policy and practice.

However, to the extent that we deem these con-
cerns vital, it seems clear they should apply
equally to all schools—whether run by govern-
ment or otherwise.

**Making Sense of “Public Education”**

I have not sought here to provide the
“correct” definition of public schooling or to
instruct policymakers as to the merits of charter
schooling or tuition tax credits. The purpose of
this report is to bring coherence to our
discussions about school reform and to
encourage policymakers to use a consistent
metric when judging whether reform proposals
are serving the needs of our children and our
nation. The question should not be: “Does this
fit our traditional conception of how schools
operate?” We should instead ask: “Given our
shared objectives, what will help educate our
children—as individuals and as citizens—most
effectively?”

The current confusion can play a pernicious
role in policymaking. More than one legislator
has supported charter schooling because
“they’re public schools” or opposed it because
“those schools are basically private schools.” This
type of distinction is unhelpful and stifles
discussion of larger and more important
questions. Children would be better served if
discourse focused more on what we want
schools to do and how to best achieve those
goals, and less on jostling to be on the side of
public education. There are five key questions,
or sets of questions, that can help guide our
thinking and that may help us focus on the
questions we care about.

**First, what goals are we pursuing? Why do we want children to attend schools?** To what extent do we want to insist upon a common **educational purpose for all children?** Many of the current conflicts are the result of fundamental disagreements about what schools should do, and it is utopian to imagine that policymakers will ever settle, once and for all, precisely what the public purposes of schooling ought to be. Children will be better served if we understand and debate these differences
openly, rather than trying to finesse them by creating institutional structures that stagger under the burden of a multitude of covert compromises.

Second, how should we apportion responsibility for each child’s education between the state and the family? There can be fundamental tensions between familial rights and the claims of the state. Some choice schemes dramatically tilt this balance in favor of the parent, others propose a much more measured shift. Some curricular and pedagogical reforms advocated by professional educators would greatly strengthen the hand of school personnel, while home schooling proposals flatly reject such an approach.

Third, who should be permitted to provide schooling? How actively should the state regulate providers? Will profit-seeking individuals and firms be permitted to run schools or to manage schools for others? In theory, one extreme option is to require absolute standardization and ensure a public purpose by requiring that all children attend state-run public schools. The alternative at the opposite end of the continuum is to provide little or no supervision, perhaps permitting the state to ensure that students have developed certain specific competencies but playing no other role.

Fourth, what obligations should schools have to ensure opportunity to all students? Are schools obliged to treat all students equally—regardless of aptitude or interest—or are they permitted to enroll and/or sort students as they see fit? If we seek a middle ground between these two extremes, how do we wish to define it? It is important that we not romanticize or demonize certain kinds of schools. For instance, some magnet schools sort students by performance characteristics correlated with race and class, while many comprehensive public high schools aggressively track students. To suggest that all students are treated identically in these settings is incorrect. The more significant question is whether we really want schools to treat all students identically. In fact, the existence of special education, gifted programs, and others suggests that we do not—that we actually want schools to treat each child in a way that is appropriate to his or her needs. But that implies another dilemma. How much leeway should schools and/or parents have to decide what is appropriate for each child? And how obligated are they to consider the larger social implications of their decisions?

Finally, what components of schooling should we consider to be public? There is relatively little opposition to schools buying textbooks and bus tires from profit-seeking vendors or hiring profit-seeking consultants to lead workshops for teachers. Meanwhile, there is some concern about whether schools should hire vendors to provide school lunches, and fierce opposition to bringing profit-seeking vendors into the core functions of teaching and learning. Do we want to consider everything that goes on in a school building to be a public service? If not, how do we want to distinguish those activities that are public from those that are not?

Focusing on these questions will silence some of the easy claims and broad generalizations that have marked the policy debates and will make for a more reflective and productive discourse. Once we understand what each other means by “public,” we may find it easier to work from shared purposes. We may find that the opposite sides are not so far apart as they sometimes imagine once we move past the slogans and focus the conversation on how to best serve all of America’s children.
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